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INTRODUCTION/ZAY AT THE BAKERY 

                                  CUT TO L'SNOBBERIE INTERIOR 

ZAY is in the back of house at L'SNOBBERIE, a bakery/coffee 
shop in Brooklyn. He is visibly miserable while at work. 
Customers stream in and out and are seen leaving with 
baguettes and lattes. From his perspective, they are a slow 
moving blur. To pass the time, ZAY lets his mind wander. 

ZAY 
(THINKING) Is this what I moved to the 
city for? I can't even afford to eat 
here. (cutting bread) What if I cut my 
finger? They aren't giving me 
benefits. Maybe they'd fire 
me...Should I cut my finger? 

                                         CUT TO FRONT COUNTER 

CHRIS is manning the register, JOHN is on the espresso 
machine behind him. ETIENNE is barking about the integrity of 
the pastries and how things must be presented just right. 

                                            CUT TO ZAY IN BOH 

ZAY 
(THINKING) Just don't make eye 
contact, and you'll be fine. 
Everything is going fine. 

ETIENNE rounds the corner. 

ETIENNE 
And these         ! Is there a problem           tartines                     
with the knife? 

ZAY 
Oh, I- No? 

ETIENNE 
Then the problem is with you? 

ZAY 
I'm not-I didn't know there was a 
problem... 

ETIENNE 
No? I have to spell it out for you? 
You're cutting the bread too thick! 
(brandishes a slice of bread) Does  
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this look like 5/8 of an inch to you? 

ZAY 
(annoyed) What is 5/8 of an inch 
supposed to look like? 

ETIENNE 
(with a look of disgust) It doesn't 
look like     . Start over. If I see           this                       
you wasting my ingredients again, 
you're fired. 

(ETIENNE exits right) 

ZAY 
(thinking) What the hell am I doing 
here? 

              CUT TO ZAY LEAVING THE STORE. IT IS NIGHT TIME. 

ZAY leaves the store and begins to walk. He passes many 
different animals on his way, but his head is down. He is in 
his head. 

                           CUT TO ZAY ENTERING HIS APARTMENT. 

ZAY enters the apartment, head down. It is small and not well 
looked after. KRISTOF, his roommate, leaves just as ZAY 
enters. They exchange a quick hello. 

                                     CUT TO ZAY ON THE COUCH. 

ZAY watches TV. Chinese food containers are littered around 
him. The screen lights up the his dark apartmen. 

                      CUT TO ZAY SITTING IN FRONT OF COMPUTER 

ZAY watches a camgirl until someone donates enough money for 
a private show. The computer lights up his dark room. 

                                            CUT TO ZAY IN BED 

ZAY is lying in bed. His phone lights up his face. He swipes 
through animal Tinder. He gets no matches. 

                                          CUT TO NEXT MORNING 

ZAY stares at the ceiling. His alarm clock is buzzing and 
reads 6:00 AM. He slaps it and it switches to talk radio. 
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RADIO 
Hey, there, New Yorkers! It's another 
beautiful day in the city, with 
temperatures reaching a high of 77 
today! Thank God I'm done at ten. 
(Laughs) I'd sure hate to miss that! 

ZAY walks to the shower, visibly exhausted and depressed. He 
showers, brushes his teeth, gets dressed and leaves for work. 

                                  CUT TO ZAY WALKING TO WORK. 

ZAY steps out into the crosswalk and is almost hit by a car. 
The DRIVER lays on the horn and begins to berate WAY. 

ZAY 
(Surprised) 

What the fuck! 

DRIVER 
Get out of the street, you fucking 
moron! 

ZAY 
(Throws hands up) 

Hey, man, my fault, I wasn't paying 
attention, I'm- 

DRIVER 
Yeah, no shit you weren't paying 
attention. Fucking yuppy. 

(Drives away) 

WAY, shocked, crosses the street and opens the bakery. He 
leaves his jacket in the in the hall and says good morning to 
ETIENNE and the bakers. 

ZAY 
(drained) 

Good morning. 

ETIENNE 
Try not to fuck up today. 

ZAY goes back upstairs and continues to open the restaurant. 
He turns on and dials in the espresso machine, fills the 
coffee beans, sets up the sandwich area and pastry displays, 
receives an order and sweeps the floors. A woman enters the 
store. 
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ZAY 
Hi, how can I help you? 

WOMAN 
(tapping on phone) 

Yeah, um, I heard you guys have, like, 
the best coffee? Like, in         , at                           Brooklyn     
least? 

ZAY 
Oh, uh, yeah- 

WOMAN 
Yeah, so, I need to order, like, a 
lot. Like, a lot. 

ZAY 
Oh? 

LEE enters the cafe and waits behind the WOMAN. He is tired 
and not really paying attention. 

WOMAN 
Yeah, so, can you do that? 

ZAY 
Well, you haven't told me what you 
need yet. 

WOMAN 
(perturbed) 

Oh, well, I need....fourteen lattes. 
You have milk alternatives, right? Do 
you have soy milk? I don't like 
almonds. 

ZAY 
We do not. We have oat milk? 

WOMAN 
Oh, no. Just make mine with skim then. 

ZAY 
Would whole be OK? 

WOMAN 
(sighing) 

I guess....Whatever, anyways, I need 
sandwiches, too. You have avocado 
toast? What's on that? 
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ZAY 
Olive oil, salt, and avocado. Would 
you mind if I took his order first? 

(gestures to LEE) 
Your order is going to take a while. 

                                                  CUT TO LEE. 

LEE is surprised. He waves his hands in front of his face. 

LEE 
Oh, no, that's OK, really, I don't 
mind- 

WOMAN 
Yeah, I don't have time to wait, OK? 
I'm going to be late, and you haven't 
even started making my order yet. 

ZAY 
(exasperated) 

You haven't finished ordering. 

WOMAN 
You keep interrupting me! This is                                       not 
how you run a business. 

ZAY 
I don't run- What else can I get for 
you? 

WOMAN 
(tsks and rolls her eyes) 

I need fourteen avocado toasts, too. 
And I have a gluten sensitivity, so I 
need it gluten free. Can you    that,                              do       
or...what? 

ZAY 
Is it an allergy, or a preference? 

WOMAN 
It's a            .        sensitivity  

ZAY 
(chuckles to himself) 

What does that even mean? 

WOMAN 
Are you laughing at me? What is wrong 
with you? Where is your manager? 
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ZAY 
(smiling now) 

He's downstairs. 

WOMAN 
(angrily and flustered) 

Well, get him! 

ZAY presses the intercom button on the wall. 

ZAY 
(shaking his head) 

Etienne, a customer wants to speak to 
you. 

ETIENNE 
(growling) 

I'll be right up. 

ZAY 
(to WOMAN) 

He'll be right up. 

WOMAN 
Are you going to make my food, or...? 

ZAY 
(smirks again) 

I don't think so. 

WOMAN 
Excuse me? 

ETIENNE appears at the top of the stairs as ZAY begins to 
take off his apron. 

ETIENNE 
(to ZAY) 

Yes? What is going on? Why are you 
taking off your apron? 

WOMAN 
(to ETIENNE) 

You're the manager? 

ETIENNE 
(to WOMAN) 

I am the owner, yes. 

WOMAN 
Your          (pausing to look at WAY)      employee                          
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just refused to make my order. And, he 
was laughing at my gluten allergy. 

ETIENNE 
(to WAY, incredulous and angry) 

You were laughing at her? 
(to WOMAN) 

He was laughing at you? 

WOMAN 
Yes! He laughed right in my face. 

(gesturing towards LEE) 
He saw! 

LEE 
(edging out of restaurant) 

Oh, uh, I really wasn't involved... 

WOMAN 
And, I was trying to make a large 
order, with, like, a     of items.                      lot           
Like a             lot. 

ETIENNE 
Miss, I am sorry. We will get your 
order right away and I will deal with 
my employee afterwards. I am so sorry 
about this. 

(to ZAY) 
Go make her sandwiches. 

ZAY 
(shrugs) 

I don't think so. 

ETIENNE AND WOMAN 
(together) 

What? 

ZAY 
(shrugging again) 

I'm not going to do it. 

ETIENNE 
You are not going to do it?! 

ZAY 
(smiling) 

No, I'm not. I quit. Enjoy your 
tartines. 
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ZAY tosses his apron to the floor and heads for the door. 

ETIENNE 
(throwing rag at ZAY as ZAY walks 
out) 

Enjoy...? You fucking        , you,                       imbecil       
you      , don't ever fucking come     merde                          
back in here! 

WOMAN 
(as ZAY walks by) 

You fucking asshole, you- 

ZAY 
Good luck. 

ZAY walks past LEE and out the door. 

                                      CUT TO ZAY ON SIDEWALK. 

As ZAY walks away, LEE pokes his head out of the cafe door 
for a moment, then chases after WAY. 

LEE 
Hey! Wait up! 

ZAY 
(Turns) 

Huh? 

LEE 
(slightly out of breath) 

Hey, man, wow, um, that was really, 
wow, that was incredible! You really, 
uh, you really just walked out like 
that, that was        . That woman! I                amazing                
thought her eyes were going to fall 
out of her head, that was crazy! 

ZAY 
Oh, uh, thanks? I just, I hated that 
job. I really hated that job. I 
couldn't do it anymore. 

LEE 
Yeah, I can tell. That was incredible. 
I wish I could do that. 

ZAY 
(after a pause) 

Yea, well, uh, I'm gonna go home, so- 
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LEE 
Oh! Yea! Sorry, yea, don't let me stop 
you, heh, I just thought that was 
cool... 

ZAY 
Yea, thanks, man. 

(starts walking away) 

ZAY starts to walk away, and LEE begins walking in the same 
direction. They are not quite far enough apart. 

ZAY 
(looking back) 

Uh, are you walking this way, too? 

LEE 
Yea, uh, yea, actually, I am, is that 
weird? I don't mean to be weird, I 
just, I feel like I shouldn't go back 
in there, you know? I didn't love the 
energy in there, it was kind of 
stressing me out. 

ZAY 
No, it's not weird- 

LEE 
I should have waited longer before I 
started to walk, I think, you know, 
for the distance, so there could be 
enough space between us. I, uh, well, 
hey, do you maybe, want to smoke this 
with me? 

LEE pulls a joint from his pocket. 

ZAY 
Uh... 

LEE 
Is that weird? I mean, I know it's 
weird, we don't know each other, but, 
you know- 

ZAY 
It's like 7:30 in the morning. 

LEE 
Oh. Oh! You don't smoke in the 
morning? Cool, cool, yea, that's cool, 
I mean, I do, sometimes, but, you  
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know, sorry, if that's weird, I'm 
really not trying to be weird.... 

ZAY 
(thinking) 

I have nothing to do today. 

LEE 
(hopeful) 

Yea? 

ZAY 
Yea...let's do it. It's a beautiful 
day. You live around here? 

LEE 
Do I? Yeah, yeah I do! I mean, who 
else would you be talking to? Yeah, I 
live around the corner, up this way, 
yeah. 

ZAY 
Up here on Lafayette? 

LEE 
Yea, that's me, right there. 

(pointing to an apartment) 
See? With the balcony? 

ZAY 
(taken back) 

Dude, I live, like, right next door. 
We're neighbors? 

LEE 
We're neighbors? I mean, yeah, I knew 
that, I've seen you around a couple 
times, well, more than a couple times, 
I buy coffee from you all the time, 
well, I guess I bought coffee from you 
all the time, I'm, uh, I'm Lee, by the 
way. 

(offers his paw) 

ZAY 
(takes LEE's paw and shakes it) 

I'm Zay. Nice to meet you, man. 

LEE 
Yeah, uh, nice to meet you, too. So, 
you want to smoke this on my balcony? 
I can make us some coffee, I don't  
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have a machine or anything, but I have 
a french press, unless maybe you don't 
like french presses? Then we'd have to 
go somewhere. I usually have a coffee 
with my joint, though, you know, I 
like the mix, you know? 

ZAY 
The balcony sounds cool, I'm really 
down for whatever. It's your joint. 

LEE 
Yeah, ok, yeah, it's my joint, let's 
do that, then, I think that'll be 
cool, it's a nice view of the city, up 
there, yeah.... 

(fades out as they enter the 
building) 

                                        CUT TO LEE'S BALCONY. 

ZAY is sitting on a chair while LEE lays on his back. They 
are passing the joint back and forth. 

ZAY 
So, Lee, I hope you don't mind me 
asking, but what do you do? This 
apartment is amazing! 

LEE 
Oh, uh, yea, it's cool, right? I write 
code and stuff. 

ZAY 
Wow. And the money's that good? I 
never knew... 

LEE 
Yeah, it's good, I started my own 
company a couple years ago, and, uh, 
you know, it's been going well, 
obviously, uh- 

ZAY 
How old are you? 

LEE 
Well, I'll be twenty-three next month. 
Right? Yea, I'll be twenty three. That 
feels old, man, jeez, that feels old. 
Yeah, yeah, uh, twenty-two, believe it 
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or not. How old are you? 

ZAY 
I'm twenty-four. I'm twenty-four and 
I'm broke and I'm wasting my time, 
man. 

LEE 
Yeah? 

ZAY 
Yeah. It's really-it's really fucking 
hard, man. 

(laughing) 
It's hard! I hated that job, you know? 
But, now, I'm screwed. Like, what am I 
going to do for money? I don't have a 
backup plan or anything, I don't have 
any savings to fall back on, you know? 

LEE 
Yeah, that seems, uh, that seems 
serious. You could always do a like, 
courier app, or a temp agency, or 
something like that, but- 

ZAY 
(adamant) 

But what about fulfillment? Isn't that 
           Doesn't that         If I important?              matter?      
spend all my time at work, shouldn't I 
like it? 

LEE 
Well, yeah, I guess, I mean, I would 
love it if I liked my job. You know? 
That would be, uh, that would be 
great. 

ZAY 
You don't like your work? But, this 
apartment, the money, you don't like 
that? 

LEE 
I mean, yea, the money is nice, but 
you were talking about fulfillment, 
and, uh, you know, I don't really get 
any fulfillment from helping companies 
fish out malware, you know? It doesn't 
scratch an itch, or anything, I just  
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didn't want to go to college, or like, 
be around people, I guess, I don't 
really like crowded spaces, college 
always seemed so, like, overly 
populated or something, you know? 

ZAY 
So, where did you learn to code? 

LEE 
I just, uh, I taught myself. Yeah, uh, 
the internet is incredible, and, like, 
you could find anything on there if 
you look hard enough. Really! You can 
find anything. People are 3-D printing 
guns now. 

ZAY 
Huh. I pretty much just use it for 
porn. 

(chuckles) 

LEE 
(smiles) 

Yeah, uh, yeah, I think a lot of 
people do. 

ZAY 
Hey, man, you want to go to Central 
Park or something? 

LEE 
Central Park? 

ZAY 
Yeah, unless you already have plans or 
something? 

LEE 
Uh, no, no, I don't have plans. Yea, 
Central Park, let's go, let's maybe 
get something to eat on the way there, 
too, right? 

ZAY 
(Stands and stretches) 

Sounds good to me! 

                                       CUT TO TRAIN INTERIOR. 

ZAY and LEE are sitting on the subway, surrounded by 
different ANIMALS going about their business. 
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ZAY 
I don't know what it is, but I feel 
good today. I feel better than I've 
felt in a long time. 

LEE 
Yeah, uh, you've had a crazy day so 
far. 

ZAY 
Yeah, even with the whole job/no job 
thing, I feel ok. I feel, free, I 
think. You know? 

LEE 
I think so. You're the first person 
I've talked to, like, really talked to 
in a long time. I think I feel kind of 
free, too. You really, uh, you really 
inspired me, you know? Not in a weird 
way, but just in a way, that, like, 
got me out of my shell. 

ZAY 
Yeah, that's cool. That's really cool. 

(pausing) 
I'm, like, glad that we met today. I 
would have just gone home and been 
miserable. 

LEE 
Yeah, yeah, me too. It, uh, would have 
been the same as like, every other 
day. And now, we can like, hang out, 
you know, if you want. We can get a 
drink or something, you know, or 
whatever, smoke some pot, whatever. 

Two GIRLS board the train, a skunk and a bird. The bird holds 
a skateboard by her side. 

LEE 
(nods head towards girls) 

Hey, uh, do you see this girl? With 
the skateboard? 

(Zay nods) 
She looks so       Like, so cool! I              cool.                  
wish I could, uh, skate, you know? 
It's so cool. 
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ZAY 
Why don't you learn? 

LEE 
(shaking his head) 

No, I couldn't do that, I'm not, I'm 
not really      like that, you know,            cool                      
plus I'd get fucked up, or like, hit 
by a car or something terrible like 
that, I'd bust my head or something, I 
can't skate. 

ZAY 
(laughing) 

Not with that attitude. Everyone 
starts somewhere, right? 

LEE 
I mean, I guess, but, I don't know, do 
you skate? You know how? 

ZAY 
I used to ride a penny board, but I 
haven't for a while. 

LEE 
Why not? 

ZAY 
I...I'm not sure. I haven't skated 
since I moved here, to be honest. I 
don't know. I don't want to be a 
poser, you know? I'm not great at it. 
But, at the same time, I'm telling you 
to do it, so, I don't know. Let's go 
skate sometime. We'll solve both of 
our problems. 

LEE 
(mulling it over) 

OK, maybe that could work... 

ZAY 
Did you see the girl she's with? She 
has spray paint cans sticking out of 
her backpack. These girls are cool as 
hell! 

LEE 
Yeah, I don't know if I could be that 
cool, you know? Or be around people  
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that cool. I don't know. I don't think 
they'd accept me, you know? 

ZAY 
(laughing) 

I wouldn't worry about it. 

                                          CUT TO CENTRAL PARK 

ZAY and LEE are walking around the park. A song plays as they 
walk, and we can't hear any audio from them. They laugh, play 
frisbee or something with some park people. 

                                                CUT TO BODEGA 

ZAY and LEE stare at the sandwich board, rifle through 
candies and snacks. 

                              CUT TO BAR EXTERIOR, NIGHT TIME 

ZAY and LEE enter the bar. 

                                          CUT TO BAR INTERIOR 

ZAY and LEE are sitting at the bar, talking to each other. 
Bubbles float out of their mouths as they speak, and their 
lines are littered with hiccups. The DRIVER comes to the bar 
to get a drink. He doesn't notice WAY. 

ZAY 
(whispering) 

Holy shit, dude, that's the guy! 

LEE 
What? What guy? 

ZAY 
(whispering) 

This rhino! This is the guy that 
cussed me out today! 

LEE 
Your boss? 

ZAY 
(whispering) 

No, dude, not my boss, he was in a car-

LEE 
Can you talk louder? 
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ZAY 
(hisses) 

This guy! Right next to me! He almost 
hit me with his car and then told me 
he'd beat my ass! 

LEE 
O, Jesus. This guy? He's huge! 

The DRIVER turns to look at LEE. 

DRIVER 
Excuse me? 

LEE 
Oh, uh, no, I was- 

DRIVER 
(to ZAY) 

Wait a minute. You're that kid- 

ZAY 
(angrily) 

Yea, I'm that kid, motherfucker. 

DRIVER 
(laughs) 

You're barking up the wrong tree, man. 

LEE 
(low, to ZAY) 

Don't do this, dude... 

ZAY 
(angrily) 

No way, man, fuck that. This guy tried 
to ruin my day. I'm sick of assholes 
like you trying to step all over me. 

BARTENDER 
(uninterested, passing beer to 
DRIVER) 

Take it outside, please.  

ZAY 
Yea, let's go, dude. Unless you're 
scared?  

DRIVER 
(bringing bottle to his mouth) 

I don't think you know what- 
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ZAY knocks the bottle out of the DRIVERS hand. LEE shrieks 
and hides his face behind his paws. 

ZAY 
Oh, I know what I'm doing. 

ZAY marches outside. The DRIVER sighs and shakes his head at 
LEE. LEE and the DRIVER follow ZAY out of the bar.  

                                          CUT TO BAR EXTERIOR 

ZAY is pacing back and forth on the sidewalk, psyching 
himself up. LEE hurries over to him. The DRIVER stands alone. 

LEE 
Zay, dude, I, uh, I really don't think 
this is the way to play this, you 
know? I mean, no offense, but this 
guy's huge, and you're, you know, 
you're not, so, uh, don't do this, 
right? 

ZAY 
No, no, see, that's my advantage, he 
thinks I'm gonna go down easy, but I'm 
fast, I'm really fast, he's not going 
to hit me,  

(To DRIVER) 
You hear that, motherfucker? I'm too 
quick for you! You're not hitting 
shit! 

LEE 
Dude- 

DRIVER 
(exasperated) 

OK, tough guy. Let's get this over 
with. 

ZAY 
(with fury) 

Let's get this OVER WITH? 

ZAY lets out a primal scream and rushes towards the DRIVER. 
ZAY leaps, his fist outstretched, and the DRIVER throws a 
swift left hook. It connects with ZAY's cheek and sends him 
flying off course. ZAY lands and bounces and rolls, anime 
style. He is limp and lifeless on the ground. 
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LEE 
(runs over and crouches by ZAY) 

Shit! Zay! 

DRIVER 
(looking from behind LEE) 

Is he OK?  

LEE 
I don't know! 

(shakes ZAY) 

DRIVER 
Don't shake him! Give him a second! 

LEE 
Holy shit, dude, should we call a 
doctor? What do we, what do we do?? 

DRIVER 
(panicking) 

He's breathing, right?  

LEE 
(puts his ear to ZAY) 

I think so... 

ZAY 
(groans) 

LEE 
O!  

DRIVER 
(sighs with relief) 

Thank god.  
(to LEE) 

He's crazy, man. 
(to WAY, laughing) 

You're crazy, man. 

ZAY 
(moaning and coughing) 

I feel crazy. Holy hell, that hurts. 

LEE 
Can you sit up? 

DRIVER 
(as ZAY starts to sit up) 

Take it easy, alright? Are you good? 
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ZAY 
(embarrassed) 

Yeah, I'm fine. 

DRIVER 
(chuckles) 

I, uh-I'm sorry. About this morning, I 
mean. I shouldn't have stopped. 

ZAY 
Oh, uh- 

DRIVER 
Yeah, uh, honestly, I've been having a 
rough time lately. My mom just died 
last week, and that's no excuse, but 
I've just really been going through 
it.  

LEE 
Wow, uh, sorry, man, that sucks... 

ZAY 
(rubs cheek, still embarrassed but 
surprised by apology) 

It's- it's cool. I should have watched 
where I was going, anyways. 

DRIVER 
Let me by you a drink. Matter fact, 
I'll get you two, so you can get a 
head start on the swelling. I got you 
pretty good. 

ZAY 
Was I close? 

DRIVER 
Kind of. 

LEE 
No, not really. 

                                          CUT TO BAR EXTERIOR 

ZAY and LEE leave the bar. The DRIVER pokes his head out and 
waves goodbye to them. ZAY rubs his cheek as they walk. 

LEE 
He, uh, he actually turned out to be a 
pretty nice guy, I thought.  

ZAY 
Yea. He hit like a truck, though. My  
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ears are still ringing. 

LEE 
Yeah...you were really out. Like, 
knocked out.  

ZAY stops to catch his breath for a moment, but LEE doesn't 
notice. LEE keeps walking. 

I thought you were dead. That's crazy, 
right? I mean, I know we already 
talked about it, but you really 
        and- rolled,      

(Stops and turns towards ZAY) 
Hey, uh, you OK? 

DANIELLE 
Hey, watch out! 

DANIELLE, the bird from the train, crashes into LEE on her 
skateboard. LEE is left facedown on the sidewalk and DANIELLE 
gets thrown off the board. The board breaks in two. VIOLET, 
the skunk follows quickly behind. ZAY arrives from the other 
direction. 

VIOLET 
(angrily to LEE) 

Hey! What's your problem? 

ZAY 
(to VIOLET) 

Woah! She hit him! 

VIOLET 
(to ZAY) 

Who the hell are you? 
(to DANIELLE) 

Dani, are you OK? 

ZAY 
You're the girl from the train. 

LEE lifts his head up. 

VIOLET 
What? 

LEE 
Holy shit! It's them! 
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DANIELLE 
(holding both pieces of her 
skateboard) 

Dude...my board broke. 

VIOLET 
He broke the board?! 

LEE 
Oh! I'm sorry, I, uh, I didn't see 
you, my bad, really, I can get you 
another one- 

ZAY 
I wouldn't say    broke it-                he           

VIOLET 
(angry) 

Oh,              really?  

DANIELLE 
Hey, Vi! It's cool, dude. It's no big 
deal. 

LEE 
(Relieved) 

Really? 

VIOLET 
(Angry) 

Really? 

DANIELLE 
Yea, really, it's cool.  

(to LEE) 
Sorry about that. Here, let me help 
you up. 

LEE 
O! 

(Takes her wing) 
Thanks. I, uh, I saw you, earlier on 
the train, and, uh- 

VIOLET 
What the       You saw us on the          fuck?                   
       Who are you? train?              

LEE 
Uh, I'm Lee! I didn't-I wasn't- 

ZAY 
It's not like that, we were just on 
the same train car as you today, and- 
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LEE 
(Blurts) 

I just thought you looked really cool! 

VIOLET 
You thought we looked cool?? 

DANIELLE 
(to VIOLET) 

Dude, chill. 

LEE 
Yeah, you know, with the skateboard 
and the spray paint, I, well, we, 
really, we just thought you looked 
cool, I mean, not in a weird way or 
anything-  

(to ZAY) 
-right? It wasn't weird. 

(to GIRLS) 
It wasn't weird, I just thought you 
looked cool, too cool, really, that's 
all, it was nothing- 

VIOLET 
(angrily) 

What the     ? You're a          hell           
creep, dude. 

DANIELLE 
(cooing) 

Aw, that's sweet- 
(to VIOLET) 

Wait, what? 

ZAY 
He's not a creep. He's just saying 
you're cool. 

LEE 
I didn't mean to- 

DANIELLE 
No, you're fine, really. Don't worry 
about it. 

LEE 
I really will buy you a new board. I- 
I don't know anything about them, but, 
if you wanted, I could go with you to 
the store or something. 

VIOLET 
Why would we do that? 
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ZAY 
He's being nice! 

VIOLET 
(to ZAY) 

What happened to your face? 

ZAY 
(to VIOLET) 

I fought a rhino. 

DANIELLE 
(to LEE) 

Don't worry! I'll have another one at 
home. 

VIOLET 
What?! 

LEE 
Are you sure? I - I really 
don't mind. 

DANIELLE 
Yeah, it's fine. Don't worry about it. 

(to ZAY) 
You fought a rhino? 

ZAY 
Oh, yeah. 

LEE 
(mumbles) 

It wasn't much of a fight. 

ZAY 
(laughs) 

What the hell? 

LEE 
What? It wasn't! 

DANIELLE  
(gesturing to ZAY's black eye) 

That looks horrible. 

VIOLET 
Yea, you got fucked up. 

ZAY 
I-What? Yea, he was way bigger than 
me!  

(to LEE) 
I held my own, though, right? 
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LEE 
(Nods and pauses) 

Yeah...uh.... 
(to DANIELLE) 

Do you want to smoke this joint, at 
least? If not, it's cool, but I 
figure, well, it's the least I can do, 
you know? 

DANIELLE 
(laughs) 

Yea, sure. I'm Danielle, by the way.  

LEE 
(smiles dreamily) 

O, uh, I'm Lee, and this is Zay. 

DANIELLE 
Hi, Lee. This is Violet. She's being 
rude. 

VIOLET 
(pouting) 

No I'm not! I'm protecting you! 

ZAY 
(to VIOLET) 

She doesn't seem to need it.  

They stop at a bench and sit down. VIOLET stays standing 
behind them. 

ZAY 
(while LEE lights joint) 

So, where are you guys from? 

DANIELLE 
(receives joint) 

I'm from San Diego. 
(inhales) 

She's from here. 

LEE 
(to VIOLET) 

You're from here? That's so- 

VIOLET 
It's cool, I know. I'm cool. I get it. 

(takes joint from DANIELLE) 

DANIELLE 
(to ZAY) 
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What about you? Where are you from? 

ZAY 
I'm from Virginia. 

(receives joint from VIOLET) 

LEE 
And I'm from Delaware. 

VIOLET 
(to LEE) 

That sucks. 

VIOLET turns and starts to paint the wall behind her. 

LEE 
(takes joint and inhales) 

Oh, uh, yeah, it definitely does.  

DANIELLE 
(takes joint) 

Not a lot happening in Delaware? 
(inhales) 

LEE 
Not at all. Not at all. Hey, uh, crazy 
question- 

DANIELLE 
For me?  

(holding joint out for VIOLET) 
Vi. Vi, you want this? 

(to LEE) 
Shoot. 

LEE 
Shoot? 

DANIELLE 
Yeah, shoot. What's the question? 

(VIOLET turns and takes the joint) 

LEE 
Would you, maybe, teach me how to 
skate? 

VIOLET 
    want to learn how to skate? You                             

LEE 
(nervous) 

Oh, uh, yeah, it just, it seems like 
it's a lot of fun, and- 
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DANIELLE 
(glares at VIOLET, then, to LEE) 

I can definitely do that. Here, give 
me your address book. 

LEE 
Really?  

(ZAY hits him on the shoulder) 
O, right, yea, of course. Uh, here. 

(hands DANIELLE the address book) 

VIOLET hands the joint to ZAY as DANIELLE gives LEE her 
information.  

VIOLET 
(to DANIELLE) 

Are you done? We still got three more 
spots to hit. 

DANIELLE 
(sighs) 

Yea, I guess I'm done.  
(to LEE) 

Call me tomorrow, OK? I'll be up by 
noon.  

(to ZAY) 
Bye, Zay. It was nice meeting you. 

ZAY 
(smiles) 

It was nice to meet you, too. Good 
luck tonight. 

VIOLET 
We don't need luck. Thanks for the 
weed, though. 

LEE 
O, uh, anytime! Have a good night! Get 
home safe, and everything! I'll call 
you! 

DANIELLE 
(giggling) 

OK, bye! 

LEE and ZAY sit on the bench and watch the girls leave for a 
moment.  

ZAY 
You really threw me under the bus back 
there. 
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LEE 
(dazed) 

What just happened? 

ZAY 
(laughing) 

What happened? She gave you her 
number! She thought you were cool! 

LEE 
Me...? 

(ZAY nods) 
This has been the craziest day.... 

ZAY 
Well, 

(hits joint) 
Life comes at you fast. 
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                       END EPISODE ONE                                              _______________


